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Abstract. Information analysis or retrieval for images in the biomedical
literature needs to deal with a large amount of compound figures (figures
containing several subfigures), as they constitute probably more than half
of all images in repositories such as PubMed Central, which was the data
set used for the task. The ImageCLEFmed benchmark proposed among
other tasks in 2015 and 2016 a multi–label classification task, which
aims at evaluating the automatic classification of figures into 30 image
types. This task was based on compound figures and thus the figures
were distributed to participants as compound figures but also in a separated form. Therefore, the generation of a gold standard was required,
so that algorithms of participants can be evaluated and compared. This
work presents the process carried out to generate the multi–labels of
∼ 2650 compound figures using a crowdsourcing approach. Automatic
algorithms to separate compound figures into subfigures were used and
the results were then validated or corrected via crowdsourcing. The image types (MR, CT, X–ray, ...) were also annotated by crowdsourcing
including detailed quality control. Quality control is necessary to insure
quality of the annotated data as much as possible. ∼ 625 hours were
invested with a cost of ∼ 870$.
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Introduction

Probably more than 50% of the figures in the biomedical literature in PubMed
Central (PMC)3 are compound figures (figures consisting of several subfigures)
based on estimations of analysing a subset of the data [11]. In total, PMC in
2016 contains over 4 million images, so the extent of the knowledge stored in
compound figures is important. A few simple examples of compound figures are
shown in Figure 1 but not all images are as easy to separate. Information indexing and information retrieval (IR) systems for images should be capable of
distinguishing the parts of compound figures that are relevant to a given query
to deliver focused retrieval results. Identifying the image types of subfigures can
3
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(a)

Mixed modalities in a single figure

with 3 subfigures labeled as 2 (A and B).

(b)

Mixed modalities in a single figure with no vi-

sual gaps between most subfigures.

Fig. 1. Examples of compound figures in the biomedical literature.

help to characterize compound figures, either by using the subfigures separately
or the entire compound figure. In addition, image modality is an important
piece of information that can be integrated into any retrieval system to enhance
or filter its results [12, 17]. Therefore, the ImageCLEFmed4 image classification
and retrieval benchmark proposed in 2015 and 2016 a multi–label task aiming
at labeling all compound figures with each of the modalities of the subfigures
contained without knowing the subfigure separations that are contained in the
image [10, 11]. It provides a useful scenario to compare the effectiveness of systems to access the detailed content of compound figures. This article presents
the work carried out to generate a high quality ground truth for the evaluations
in the task.
Image sharing sites like Flickr5 offer a large number of images often with
several tags describing the images added by the user, even though the quality
can vary. Sometimes the content of the images is described but sometimes also
what the image is about or what the image evokes, for example in terms of
feelings. Some studies [14, 15] have shown the great potential of crowdsourcing
in the context of medical imaging. However, in the medical open access literature almost no meta-data exist for figures and subfigures besides the free text
captions.
Work has been done for multi–label annotation in the past. In NUS-WIDE [4],
a small set of images from Flickr is manually annotated with 81 concepts. Wang
et al. [18] encode each image into a vector and then a sparse label coding based
on subspaces is applied to harness multi–label information. Nowak et al. [16]
assessed ground truth of 99 multi–label images by using experts and mechanical turk. However, to the best of our knowledge, no previous work deals with
4
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multi–label annotation of compound figures or similar images from the medical
literature.
This paper presents the methodology followed to annotated the collection
created for the 2016 ImageCLEFmed task. The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the database and methods used. Results
obtained are presented in Section 3. The article concludes in Section 4.

2

Methods

This section describes the methods used to multi–label compound figures. The
Crowdflower6 platform was used for the crowdsourcing [5].
2.1

Dataset

The database used is a subset of 231,000 images from PMC that contained over
4,200,000 images in 2016. Figure 2 shows that hierarchy of images classes that
was used [10, 11] to classify all subfigures into types.

Fig. 2. The image class hierarchy proposed by ImageFmore inmed.

2.2

Overview

To simplify the evaluation of the multi-label annotation of compound figures and
optimize the knowledge gained, the task was divided into several subtasks. The
following tasks were carried out to evaluate all steps of the process of analysing
content in compound figures:
6
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1. automatic compound figure detection (decide whether a figure is a compound
or non–compound figure);
2. automatic compound figure separation (find the lines that cut compound
figures into their parts);
3. manual compound figure separation verification (check whether images were
correctly separated);
4. automatic subfigure classification (automatic determination of the type of
image in a subfigure);
5. manual subfigure classification verification (validate the results of the previous step);
6. manual subfigure classification (manually classify the images incorrectly classified automatically);
7. manual class balancing (assure that all classes are represented);
8. compound figure multi–label assignment.
Details on each of the steps are given below.
Automatic Compound Figure Detection The procedure described in [6] was used
to automatically classify the figures into image types including a ‘compound or
multipane figure’ class. Figures classified as ‘compound or multipane figure’ were
then randomly selected for the next steps in the classification to be able to take
as many figures as possible into account.
Automatic Compound Figure Separation Compound figures were automatically
separated into subfigures using the approach proposed by Chhatkuli et al. [3].
Figure 3 shows two compound figures automatically separated into subfigures
using this approach. However, not all selected compound figures were correctly

(a)

Compound figure containing 3

subfigures.

(b)

Compound figure con-

taining 8 subfigures.

Fig. 3. Examples of compound figures correctly separated into subfigures automatically. The blue lines show the detected separators.

separated into subfigures (see Figure 4 for examples that were incorrectly separated). Both missing lines occured and additional lines within single subfigures.
Therefore, a verification step was implemented to identify incorrect separations
and then correct them.

(a)

Compound figure containing 5 subfig-

ures but separated only into 3 subfigures.

(b)

Compound figure con-

taining 3 subfigures but separated into 4 subfigures.

Fig. 4. Examples of compound figures incorrectly separated into subfigures automatically.

Manual Compound Figure Separation Verification In this step, a crowdsourcing
task was run where the following simple question was proposed:
– Is the compound figure correctly separated?:
• Yes;
• No.
The figures marked as correctly separated were used for the following step. Incorrectly separated figures were manually separated in a subsequent step.
Automatic Subfigure Classification The subfigures obtained using the automatic
separation from the previous step were automatically classified into image types
using an approach based on k–Nearest Neighbors (k–NN) and multiple visual
features (see Garcı́a et al. [8, 9]). On a past database a good performance of 68%
was obtained for the same task.
Manual Subfigure Classification Validation Similar to [6] a figure classification
validation step was carried out to assure the data quality. In this case the subfigures were presented together with the automatically labeled class in a crowdsourcing task. The question asked to the contributors was the following:
– Does the figure correspond to the stated category?:

• Yes, perfect classification;
• No, wrong category;
• Not sure.
Manual Subfigure Classification One last crowdsourcing task was created to
classify the figures not marked as correctly classified in the previous step. This
task was slower than the previous steps. Contributors were asked to classify each
of the images according to the full hierarchy shown in Figure 2. A hierarchy
was proposed in the interface to simplify the task (see Figure 5), so more than
one click was necessary for the classification, with three levels for diagnostic
images and two levels for general illustrations. In a similar task in 2015 we
realized for crowdsourcing the contributors used the categories requiring few
clicks much more often, which led to changes in the setup. As crowdsourcing
pays per annotated image there is a risk to have people use the fastest way to
categorize if there are differences. Thus the structure was slightly changed to
have the same number of clicks for each of the classes in 2016, which avoided
this bias.

Fig. 5. Screenshot of a crowdsourcing task that aims at classifying biomedical figures
from the literature into image types.

Manual Class Balancing After the previous step several of the classes were not
represented or contained only very few images. Therefore, compound figures

containing the image types that were underrepresented were manually selected
from the database to better represent these classes.
Compound Figure Multi–label Assignment To finalize the annotation process,
each compound figure was assigned with the labels of all subfigures that it contains. Like this we can validate not only images that separate and then classify
subfigures but also multi–class labeling based on entire figures.
2.3

Crowdsourcing Quality Control

A quality control (QC) is needed when using crowdsourcing to ensure the success
of the annotation task [13], particularly with medical images where some domain
knowledge is very benefitial [1]. QC approches were applied during design–time
and runtime [2].
First, tasks were designed to be as simple as possible to make sure the persons understand the tasks quickly and correctly. This is the reason to divide the
process into several subtasks. Automatic steps were added to limit the manual
tasks where possible and reducing the number of figures to be manually classified
since this is the most challenging step of the process. A detailed and unambiguous description of the tasks was provided to the participants and in case of doubt
the participants could access this description at any moment. In particular, the
description included several figure examples of each case or modality. In addition, Crowdflower provides feedback from several experts on the task design.
Contributors were limited to the internal team of biomedical imaging experts or
contributors with specified reputation level to optmize the quality.
For runtime QC, the following tools provided by Crowdflower were used:
– Output agreement: two contributors had to independently provide the same
result to consider an answer as correct.
– Control with known ground truth: tasks of the same type with known answers
are proposed at the beginning and randomly during the job execution to
check the quality of the answers of each contributor. A 70% accuracy was
the minimum required to be maintained throughout the job as Crowdflower
suggests; a few images can be subjective and could be added to more than
one class and for this reason the threshold was not stricter.
– Monitor answer patterns: specific answer such as ‘not sure’ or ‘other’ were
monitored; 17% was the acceptable range of answers like ”Not sure” or
”Other” and otherwise a contributor was removed.
Allahbakhsh et al. [2] propose that domain experts check the contribution
quality. Therefore, to finalize the quality control, an expert review was carried
out. An expert in biomedical imaging manually checked the contributions quickly
to ensure the high quality of the annotations.

3

Results

This section describes the results obtained in the data classification and annotation steps described in Section 2.

15,403 compound figures were initially selected and automatically separated
from the ImageCLEFmed 2013 database [7]. After the compound figure separation step, ∼ 57% of the figures were correctly separated based on a manual
validation. This task was carried out using the free internal Crowdflower interface
that can be used for known set of people. Eight experts in biomedical imaging
verified the separation of the figures in ∼ 98 hours. A subset was selected to
be separated into subfigures and the subfigures were automatically classified. In
the subfigure classification validation process ∼ 56% were defined as correctly
classified into the correct figure type. More than 100 contributors validated the
classification in ∼ 49 hours with a cost of 396.68$. The incorrectly classified
subfigures were manually classified into exact figure types via crowdsourcing. To
evaluate the correct design of the task, the first 1,149 subfigures were classified
using the internal interface by 5 experts in ∼ 5 hours. Then, the remaining subfigures (∼ 9800) were classified by more than 100 contributors in 427 hours with
a cost of 472.66$. After this process, a manual expert review was needed to solve
subfigure classification mistakes.
As the final selection of subfigures did not contain all figure types and was
very unbalanced it was decided to manually add additional compound figures
that contain relatively rare subfigure types. 122 compound figures containing
the following categories were added and then manually separated and classified:
angiography; computerized tomography; magnetic resonance; ultrasound; electroencephalography; mathematics program listing; and combined modalities in
one image. Even with this balancing step, the class distribution remains uneven,
as it is in the biomedical literature, even though it was slightly more balanced.
In total, 2,651 compound figures were annotated with multiple labels of their
subfigures, containing 8,397 subfigures. These figures were distributed for the ImageCLEFmed 2016 multi–label and subfigure classification tasks7 [11] together
with the figure captions. In 2015, 1,568 were distributed for the ImageCLEFmed
multi–label task [10]. These figures were distributed as a training set (containing 1,071 figures) and a test set (containing 497 figures). Their subfigures were
released for the ImageCLEFmed 2015 subfigure classification task. The training set contained 4,532 subfigures and the test set 2,244 subfigures. In 2016,
ImageCLEFmed used all the figures distributed in 2015 as training set and the
additional annotated figures were distributed as test set. As a result, 1,568 figures were provided as training set and 1,083 as test set in the ImageCLEFmed
2016 multi–label tasks. The ImageCLEFmed 2016 subfigure classification task
contained 6,776 subfigures in the training set and 4,166 subfigures in the test
set.
In 2016, ImageCLEFmed proposed 5 tasks: compound figure detection; compound figure separation; multi–label classification; subfigure classification and
caption prediction. This work describes the generation of the data for the multi–
label classification task and therefore the subfigure classification tasks. The ImageCLEFmed multi–label classification task aims at labeling each compound
figure with each of the modalities (see Figure 2 ) of the subfigures contained with7
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out knowing where the separation lines are. Furthermore, the ImageCLEFmed
subfigure classification aims at classifying figures into the 30 image types of the
proposed hierarchy.
Research groups could participate in these tasks and compare their research
tools with those of other researchers on the same data and the same evaluation
scenario. Four groups submitted 15 runs to the ImageCLEFmed multi–label task
and ten groups submitted 45 runs to the ImageCLEFmed subfigure classification
task. More information can be found in the working notes of CLEF 2016 [11].

4

Conclusions

This article presents the steps used to annotate compound figures from the
biomedical literature with figure type information and to separate compound
figures with separation lines to cut them into all subfigures. As a result 2,651
compound figures were annotated with figure type information and all figures
were made available for the ImageCLEFmed 2016 multi–label task. To ensure
the quality of the annotation, the process was divided into multiple steps combining automatic tools (e.g. for figure separation and figure modality classification)
and manual work to validate or label data. Crowdsourcing was used to accelerate
the tasks with a limited cost. Therefore, it was very important to carry out QC.
Thanks to the described process it was possible to annotate the figures automatically and thus limit the manual control to verify and correct the annotations.
The created resources are now available for the medical image analysis and image retrieval community. This is a manually created gold standard to build tools
to create more metadata for the over four million figures in PMC and the likely
over 2 million compound figures containing an estimated 6–7 million additional
subfigures. Providing detailed metadata for these figures can well help to make
the knowledge contained in the figures accessible for research and clinical work.
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